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Constructing Homes
GENDER AND ADVERTISING IN HOME AND
1936-1970'

BUILDING,

SHORTLY after the New Zealand quarterly magazine Building Today was
founded in October 1936, Beatrice Collins achieved her aim of home
ownership. She recalled how she had planned and worked hard to fulfil her
dream:
I drew up a plan of what I was going to have, a rough plan. I wanted a room, a sun
room, on the nor'west corner — I wanted that, that was my whole thing. They all used
to call it my dream room. I was going to sit in it — 1 used always to talk about this
room that I was going to sit in. Course, everybody laughed at me — you're mad, you'll
never do that. But I worked hard to get it. You see, you can't build a house without
money, you've got to have money to start things off. Well I went at it — selling cakes,
washing barbers' towels, making things, doing everything like that to get the money to
start this house. And then, of course, it came true. 2

Building Today, edited under the auspices of the Auckland Branch of the
New Zealand Institute of Architects, spoke to such aspirations. They were
shared by many New Zealanders. By mid-1937 the magazine had become a
national publication and was renamed Home and Building To-day, soon
afterwards shortened to Home and Building. Still in print after 62 years, it has
evolved over time from an architectural to a lifestyle magazine focusing on the
pleasure of 'sharing your home with others'. 1 This is reflected in its most
recent name change to New Zealand Home and Entertaining.
As an archival resource Home and Building has long been valued by
architectural historians for its record of material culture. Our reading of the
magazine takes a different perspective, focusing on it as a source of discursive
constructions. We argue that the magazine forms an advertisement for the
home and that, as such, it is one site where definitions of gender are endorsed
and reproduced. Home ownership was a central desire for many women and
men, but women were held to have a particular interest in it in their role as
homemakers. As a woman writer for the 'Home Circle' page in the Maoriland
Worker saw it, women were 'all "sisters under the skin" in this matter of The

1 We would like to thank the University of Otago for the Otago Research Grant which made
the research for this paper possible. It grew out of a wider project on 'The Idea of the Home in
New Zealand'. A collection of articles addressing this theme, edited by Barbara Brookes, is
forthcoming from Bridget Williams Books in 1999.
2 Glenn Busch, You are my darling Zita, Philadelphia, 1991, p. 171.
3 Editorial, New Zealand Home and Building, December 1998/January 1999.
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Big Dream. A "Home" is some kind of absolute necessity to the woman who
IS a woman'. 4 Here we are concerned to analyse the ways in which such
desires were channelled through the rise of consumerism, and the construction
of gender identity and the home in New Zealand during the period 1936-1970.
Once the desire for home ownership was fulfilled, attention could be paid
to equipping the home with appliances and furnishings. American studies have
suggested that women were the primary purchasers of household goods in the
first half of the twentieth century, hence women were the targets of
advertisements for such goods. 5 Advertising forms just one site where
definitions of femininity are endorsed and reproduced but it is also a site
which links technological and social change. 6 Both advertisers and editors of
magazines like Home and Building unconsciously played a part in the
development of gender ideology centred around the New Zealand home.
Home and Building was a partnership between Victor Beckett, an
Aucklander with a background in advertising and public relations, and the
New Zealand Institute of Architects (NZIA). Beckett became the managing
editor and publisher in 1936 and remained so throughout the years under
consideration here. The Institute provided co-editors and, in the early years,
modest financial support to the magazine. The aim was to place the work of
architects before the public at a time when they were struggling to get private
contracts. Only about 5% of houses erected had direct input from architects;
the vast majority were constructed by speculative builders. By publicizing
their work through the magazine, the Institute hoped to educate people into
employing their services.
The early years of Home and Building were difficult. It was expensive to
produce, carrying many illustrations. The magazine's survival depended on
advertising support. Initially the majority of copies were distributed free of
charge through local branches of the NZIA. Advertisers questioned the
efficiency of this method of distribution and free circulation was extended to
libraries, builders, engineers, accountants, doctors and dentists for their
reading and waiting rooms. The magazine could also be purchased from
newsagents for 9d. per copy, an amount considered a reasonable cost for a
person contemplating building a home. In 1941 only about 400 copies were
sold through newsagents and there were 60 subscribers to the magazine, a
small fraction of the 10.000 copies produced. 7

4 Maoriland Worker, 20 December 1922, p. 12, cit. in Miles Fairburn, 'The Farmers Take Over',
in Keith Sinclair, ed.. The Oxford Illustrated History of New Zealand, Auckland, 1990, p.208.
5 Roland Marchand. Advertising the American Dream: Making Way for Modernity,
1920-1940,
Berkeley. 1985, p.66. Mark Swiencicki argues for the importance of male consumers over this
period by redefining the nature of consumption in 'Consuming Brotherhood: Men's Culture, Style
and Recreation as Consumer Culture. 1880-1930'. Journal of Social History, 31 (1988).
pp.773-807.
6 D.A. Leslie, 'Femininity, Post-Fordism and the "New Traditionalism'", in Linda McDowell
and Joanne P. Sharp, eds. Space, Gender, Knowledge. Feminist Readings,
London, 1997,
pp.300-17. Myra Macdonald, Representing Women: Myths of Femininity in the Popular Media.
London. 1995. p.73; Ruth Schwartz Cowan, 'The Industrial Revolution in the Home', in Donald
MacKenzie and Judy Wajcman, eds. The Social Shaping of Technology: How the Refrigerator got
its Hum. Buckingham, 1994, p. 183.
7 New Zealand Institute of Architects (NZIA) Yearbook. 1941, p.27.
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From the outset, the editors stated their intention to produce 'a magazine
devoted to the interests of all who love homes and gardens and who are
interested in architecture and buildings in the sincere wish that New
Zealanders may have more comfortable, more healthy and more convenient
homes'. 8 The first editorial remarked, 'We sincerely hope that the product of
our efforts will be of interest to all sections of the community — we say all
sections advisedly — every man and woman must live in a home somewhere,
and the large majority hope some day to own their own, and in addition, a
large proportion own factories or offices or shops. For all these there will be
something of use or interest in "BUILDING TO-DAY'". 9
As early as 1937 advertisers suggested that 'inasmuch as the magazine
depends for its existence on advertising support more space should be devoted
to those things which interest women and which they (the advertisers) have to
offer'. 1 0 Beckett went on to suggest that the word 'home' be incorporated into
the title of the magazine as 'women are much more likely to be interested in a
magazine featuring homes than in a magazine devoted mainly to building
which the present title suggests'. 11 The relationship between women and the
home was further recognized by the magazine in February 1939 when a front
cover, designed by the well-known Auckland artist-photographer, Clinton
Firth, symbolized 'the motivating force of architecture . . . the woman in every
home' 1 2 (Figure 1).

t o r mil mini IM.'tO
PUIMSHIt O U i m i L f UNGtt l i t IISHCES Of 111 NCH m i « K 0 INSIIIV'E 01 m H I U C l S

Figure 1

8 Building Today (BT), October 1936, p . l .
9 BT, October 1936, p.5.
10 Letter from F.C. Beckett to Grimthorpe Press, 4 March 1937, courtesy of Robin Beckett.
AGM Publishing. Auckland.
11 ibid.
12 Home and Building (H&B). Autumn (February I 1939: front cover and p.41.
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In 1939 the magazine faced difficulties brought about by war, the
most serious of these being import regulations imposed by government, which
led to the withdrawal of several advertising contracts. By 1940 the future of
the magazine looked shaky. The publisher made little profit and the Institute
of Architects had its financial support of the magazine under review. In June
1942 the size and the scope of the magazine were reduced because of paper
shortages. Six difficult years followed in terms of production. Yet, in 1945 it
was reported that over-the-counter sales were increasing and in 1946 over
3000 copies were sent to Australia. 13
Major changes to the magazine took place in 1947-48. The two original
honorary architectural editors, R.G.S. Beatson and C. Irwin Crookes, resigned.
Increased publishing costs led to a successful application to the Price Tribunal
for a rise in price from 9d. to Is., a move that did not unduly worry 'N.R.W.'
of Christchurch, who wrote to say s/he would be willing to pay 2s. a copy for
such an informative magazine. 1 4 Support from advertisers and readers
prompted a move from quarterly to bi-monthly publication, commencing in
1948. Free copies of the magazine became more restricted. 15 The contents of
the magazine were reviewed, with the assistance of readers, and the editors
decided to develop the scope of the magazine to cover every aspect of the
home including design, decoration, furniture, equipment and appliances,
gardening, hobbies, entertaining, pets and books, as well as architecture. There
was also a commitment to broaden coverage of cultural activities, such as art,
literature and music. 16 The editors reported difficulty in filling up the pages
allotted to the Institute, and there was some discussion as to whether the NZIA
should retain control over the magazine. 17
By 1949 the editors could report that the magazine was running well and
was virtually self-supporting. 18 New features were gradually added, and the
magazine became a monthly during 1951. Changes in editorial structure in the
mid-1950s saw the appointment of a deputy editor and the continuing input of
just one consultant editor from the Institute of Architects. The first deputy
editor, Stephanie Bonny, had trained as an architect and for a number of years
she did the bulk of the editorial and production work. But the editorial
influence of the NZIA began to weaken from the mid-1950s. By the late
1960s, the Institute openly stated that the views published in the magazine
were not necessarily theirs but they continued to advertise a membership list
in each edition.
The magazine was essentially a big advertisement for the largest, most
expensive consumer purchase most people make: the home. It carried images
of individually designed 'stylish homes' and showed the public how to go

13 NZIA Yearbook. 1945, pp.57-58; 1946, p.25.
14 Home and Building (H&B), October-November 1948, p.4. This price compared with 3d. per
week for the New Zealand Woman's Weekly. It remained this price until 1955, when it rose to Is.
6d.
15 H&B. June-July 1948. (Circular letter distributed with issue.)
16 H&B. April-May 1948, p.11.
17 NZIA Yearbook, 1948. pp.27-28.
18 ibid., 1949. p.85.
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about acquiring them. During the late 1930s the homes of foreign film stars
were included, but eventually, although some articles addressed the work of
European architects, much of the focus was on New Zealand architects, with
the aim of portraying a distinctly New Zealand house. 19 Aimed at those
involved in house building, improvement and decoration, as well as carrying
articles and advice columns, the magazine also carried specialist
advertisements for building materials and for household appliances and
furnishings. It was sometimes difficult to distinguish where the advertisements
ended and the editorial material began, and as the magazine expanded there
was a blurring between the two. One of the original aims of the magazine was
to showcase local architects' work, and architects were encouraged to submit
articles and photographs. Cecil Wood, president of the NZIA in 1939,
considered these articles a direct means of advertising. 20 Christchurch
architect, Paul Pascoe, stated a number of years later that the magazine had
created much interest and that its features on his work during lean times had
done more than anything to bring him new clients. 21
Between 1936 and the early 1960s, architectural emphasis was placed on
housing; thereafter commercial and public buildings became more prominent
as housing became less of concern as the shortage of houses gradually eased.
The diversification of the magazine after 1948, however, coincided with the
post-war boom in housing. Readers, including those who thought they could
not afford professional help, were keen to get ideas on house planning and
interior design. Many wrote to the magazine for advice and a special column
for readers' letters, 'Our Readers Say', began in 1947. In June 1952, for
example, a new bride wrote to say that she knew little about furnishing a home
and asked for information on colour schemes and furniture. 22 A month later,
'E.H.' of Auckland wrote thanking the magazine for the inclusion of helpful
hints on interior decoration: 'Articles like this are always of interest to a
housewife on the look out for ideas to improve her home.' 2 3 During the 1950s,
essays aimed at the housewife on home appliances and general decor
increased. While the emphasis was often on new homes, there were occasional
requests, such as that of 'H.R.' of Ashhurst in April 1954, for more hints on
the renovation and furnishing of older houses. 24 There was also an increase in
queries on specific building topics which were eventually given their own
column, 'Any Questions?', introduced in July 1965. Specific do-it-yourself
projects aimed at the home handyman were featured in a monthly column
between 1966 and December 1967. From 1948 onwards, knitting, sewing and
craft projects aimed at women were occasionally included, although recipes, a
staple of the New Zealand Woman's Weekly, did not appear until 1968.

19 Peter Shaw, 'Home and Building in the 1950s', in New Zealand Home and
Souvenir Edition. Auckland, 1992, pp.86, 91.
20 NZIA Annual Proceedings, February 1938 and February 1939, p.23.
21 H&B. April 1962, p.56.
22 H&B. June 1952. p.3.
23 H&B. July 1952, p.3.
24 H&B. April 1954. p.3.
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The magazine, with its plans for new houses and articles on interior design,
initially appealed to a predominantly middle-class audience. In 1940, the
Wellington branch of the New Zealand Institute of Architects argued that the
magazine was only reaching those who would employ the services of an
architect anyway, which was not the intended audience. 25 There is evidence,
however, that by 1948 the readership was wider. When the magazine asked for
subscribers' opinions on the publication, and received hundreds of letters in
reply, they included, 'a most insistent demand . . . for more small house plans
complete with all dimensions and details'. 2 6 Many readers shared the dream of
home ownership and looked to the magazine for inspiration, even if they were
not yet ready to build. 27 Readers were not necessarily looking for the 'ideal'
home but for ideas which maximized their limited budgets. 'A.R.F.' of
Invercargill thought it possible that readers were 'average types like myself
with ideas to build something a little different from a box'. 2 8 The magazine
stressed that, like clothes, the best homes were tailor-made to the individual's
needs. Readers, however, often wrote to the magazine asking for dimensions
and details of featured houses and even, on occasion, requested copies of
plans. Initially, the magazine replied in the tone that 'no two sites suit an
identical plan' and that individual designs included 'every detail of the section
and locality, the future owner's personal taste and needs, his family
circumstances and even his character'. 2 9 By the 1960s, however, the editors
were willing to send readers back issues with the requested plans, although
always accompanied with advice to contact an architect.
Throughout the period the magazine carried advertisements specifically
related to building and equipping houses. Some readers wrote directly of the
advertisements' value. 30 For the potential home owner, they were considered
informative and, during the 1940s and early 1950s especially, they advertised
products that were available in New Zealand.
The NZIA council discussed advertisements on several occasions and a
criticism was made that they lowered the tone of the magazine. 31 In 1948
members of the NZIA council suggested that the number of advertisements
should be reduced and other material built up. 32 Institute members and some
readers criticized the way advertisements were scattered throughout the text. 33
This led to the suggestion that advertisements be relegated to the beginning
and end. leaving the editorial matter advertisement-free. 3 4 When the magazine
eventually returned to the use of glossy paper in 1958 it included a central
editorial section of some 3 0 - 4 0 pages which were virtually free of direct

25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

NZIA Yearbook, 1940, p.32.
H&B, January-March 1948, p.5.
H&B, April-May 1948, p.3; March 1954, p.3.
H&B. April-May 1948, p.4.
H&B, June 1954, p.3.
H&B. April-May 1948, pp.3,7; July 1951. p.3; April 1952. p.3.
NZIA Yearbook. 1948, p.22.
ibid., p.28.
ibid., p.22; ibid., p.48.
H&B. August 1965, p.5.
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advertising. The use of indirect advertising within the editorial matter,
however, increased significantly during the late 1950s and 1960s.
New industries producing household consumer goods during the period
1936-1970 sought consumers to participate in a 'Democracy of Goods' 3 5 and
used magazines such as Home and Building and the New Zealand Woman's
Weekly
to communicate with potential consumers. The proliferation of
advertising of household products was accompanied by a decline in generalinterest features and increasing emphasis on the home. 3 6 During the 1960s the
number of advertisements for household appliances and home improvements
rose considerably. 37 Columns such as 'Shopping Around', introduced to Home
and Building in September 1963, became thin disguises for advertising
material. 38 Within a few months of commencing, 'Shopping Around' became
a direct advertisement for its author, interior designer Pamela Harris, who had
her own design centre in association with John Court Ltd, a central Auckland
department store. Pamela Harris also broadcast a live, weekly, 15-minute radio
programme on interior design on 1ZB. 39
In April 1964, the editors of Home and Building
began 'room-of-themonth". In association with interior designers and architects, they designed a
display room at the Building and Development Centre in Victoria Street,
central Auckland, which was also photographed in colour for a spread in the
magazine. 40 The materials used in the design were described and the addresses
of themanufacturers supplied. The first room created was open for April 1964
and it attracted thousands of visitors, including a large number of young
couples seeking ideas for their own homes. The concept was highly successful
and by August 1964 it had expanded to use two floors of the building, with two
display rooms on show for much of the time. 41 The exhibition rooms also
doubled as a space where Home and Building could be promoted and sold 42
Comments, enquiries and the distribution of literature indicated more than a
curiosity. The home had become a central site of consumerism.
The increased emphasis on and desire for household appliances began in
the 1920s with the proliferation of the suburban bungalow, a housing style
which became increasingly popular as building costs rose. Designers paid
attention to the provision of interior storage space and made allowances for
consumer goods, especially electric appliances, which were increasingly
available during the 1920s. A tiled recess space for electric stoves became a
common design feature of kitchens during the 1920s. Comfort and efficiency
became a selling point for these new homes. Men were to be domesticated

35 Marchand. Advertising the American Dream, p.222.
36 D.R. Brewster, 'A Decade of the Women's Weekly. 1932-42', Research Essay, BA (Hons),
University of Otago, 1980. pp.4, 5, 90.
37 Karen Duder. 'Survey of Advertising. New Zealand Woman's Weekly', Research Exercise.
History Department, University of Otago, 1991.
38 The New Zealand Woman's Weekly had a similar column. 'Surer Shopper'.
39 H&B, February 1967, p . l l .
40 H&B. April 1964, pp.44-47.
41 H&B, August 1964, p.7.
42 H&B. May 1964, p.52.
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through home ownership, which tied them to steady work to maintain
mortgages and, in 1926, home ownership in New Zealand increased to a
record 61% of European dwellings. 43 At the same time the modern 'laboursaving' home became a potential repository for an increasing range of
consumer goods. Yet trends in household consumption, identified in the
United States as early as the 1920s, were not discernible in New Zealand until
the mid-1950s.
Attitudes towards consumerism, however, were already changing. In 1936
the New Zealand Woman's Weekly noted that a 'waste not, want not' adage was
being replaced by a different attitude with people thinking they should spend
what they had in their pockets. 44 In 1939. the magazine described New
Zealand as a consumer society with a high standard of living, but appealed to
women to live within their means and not look to what others had. 45
New Zealand's slower uptake of consumer goods, relative to the United
States, can be easily explained in terms of prices. A much smaller market
combined with import restrictions meant the price of consumer goods was
often higher than in North America, so much so that household items such as
refrigerators were considered luxury items, even by those with the disposable
income needed to purchase them. There was also a certain amount of suspicion
regarding new appliances and the Electrical Supply Authorities Association
recognized the need to break down prejudice. A speaker at their 1937
conference informed the audience that 'Certain types of women have an
instinctive resentment against those things which they feel will force them to
change their domestic habits' 46 In 1950, a home scientist, Norah Holland,
noted that ownership of household goods was not necessarily related to
income, but to a woman's age and stage in the life-cycle. Those with young
children demanded modern conveniences, whereas older women sometimes
thought that the purchase of new equipment was unwarranted. 47
Married women's employment rates outside the home were considerably
lower in New Zealand than in the United States and Great Britain. Although
they began to rise in the late 1950s, 48 New Zealand women apparently derived
satisfaction from baking, sewing and caring for their families. 49 In the late
1950s, New Zealand rural women were still more likely than their American
counterparts to make their own jams and pickles, and they bottled fruit in
considerable amounts. 50 In 1953, Emily Carpenter of the Home Science
School at the University of Otago lamented that New Zealand women had

43 G.T. Bloomfield, New Zealand: A Handbook of Historical Statistics, Boston. 1984. p. 109.
44 New Zealand Woman's Weekly (NZWW), 20 February 1936, p.l.
45 NZWW, 3 August 1939. p.33.
46 cit. Neil Rennie, Power to the People.
100 Years of Public Electricity Supply in New
Zealand, Wellington, 1989, p.88.
47 Norah Holland. 'Some Aspects of Home-making'. Research Essay. MHSc, University of
Otago, Dunedin, 1950, pp. 11—13, 57.
48 Miriam Gilson, 'Women in Employment', in John Forster, ed.. Social Process in New
Zealand, Auckland. 1969. pp. 183-97.
49 Holland, p.45; Judith M. King. 'A Sociological Survey of the Homemaker in a New Zealand
Community', Home Science Alumnae, XXVIII. 1959, p.44.
50 King. p.39.
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conservative attitudes towards labour-saving devices and were slow to receive
such items as pressure cookers, frozen foods and ready food mixes, arguing
against them on a cost basis. 51 They took pride in making the family income
go further through their homemaking activities. The pioneering 'helpmeet'
role, credited with contributing to the early enfranchisement of New Zealand
women in 1893, had long been valued. Yet, while women were involved and
absorbed in home production, their role as potential consumers was
recognized and housework became a target for the purveyors of consumption,
especially advertising copywriters.
New Zealand advertising in the 1930s was primarily product-orientated,
focused on providing factual information about the product and the price. This
style of advertising continued and was the dominant style of advertising in
Home and Building. There was also, however, a move towards emphasizing
what the product could achieve for the consumer. This shift, which has been
identified in American advertising from the mid-1920s, was often aimed at
women's anxieties. As Jennifer Scanlon has argued, 'It tapped into deep
insecurities women felt about their attractiveness, their appeal, their social
worth. It promoted consumption as a cure-all for women's inarticulate
longings'. 5 2 Notions of social worth, desirability, beauty and youth were
linked to the use of products.
Stuart Ewen has identified three constructions of femininity in American
advertising in the inter-war period: the youthful, self-indulgent flapper, the
guilt-ridden mother and the capable household manager. 5 3 All three
constructions also appeared in New Zealand advertising but since Home and
Building
aimed at those aspiring to home ownership, the predominant
construction of women in advertisements in its pages throughout the period
was of capable housewives.
The role of housewife is a cultural role, reformulated at different historical
periods. As Christina Hardyment has argued, the married woman with sole
responsibility for a suburban home, separated from the sphere of paid work,
was a short-lived creation, flourishing between the 1920s and 1970. 54 In New
Zealand, the emergence of the 'classic' housewife was closely tied to
increasing urbanization, separation of home and work, changes in architecture
and the growth of consumerism.
Between the 1930s and the late 1960s, the dominant images of femininity
gradually transformed from the 'mother' image, shaped by pronatalist
ideology and vigorously promoted by the Plunket Society, to the sexually
assertive, independent woman of the 1960s and beyond. The sexualization of
women was an ongoing phenomenon of the period: from the feminine charms

51 E. Carpenter. 'Is the New Zealand Housewife Inefficient?', New Zealand Listener. 10 July
1953, pp.8-9.
52 Jennifer Scanlon, Inarticulate Longings. The Ladies' Home Journal, Gender, and the
Promises of Consumer Culture, London. 1995, p.219.
53 Stuart Ewen, Captains of Consciousness.
Advertising and the Social Roots of Consumer
Culture. New York, 1976. pp.148, 173-7.
54 Christina Hardyment. From Mangle to Microwave: the Mechanization of Household Work.
Cambridge. 1988. p. 186.
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of the 1930s, to the glamorized, romantic women of the 1940s and 1950s,
maturing into the direct sex appeal of the late 1960s. 55 While this sexualization
of women can be seen most clearly in advertisements for cosmetics, soaps and
beauty aids, similar promises of sexual fulfilment and happiness were made in
advertisements for less sexy products, such as washing powders and home
appliances. The advertisers' aim was to court female desires, exploit their
fears, erase all signs of domestic labour, and transport the (female) subject into
a realm of pleasure-filled fantasies. The desire for a perfect home was assumed
to be a central female desire, but other desires, some in direct contradiction to
homemaking, formed a subtle subtext to some advertisements.
In the advertisements, women are portrayed in relationship to either men or
children, rarely as independent beings. The image was: women's place within
the home and men's without. Prior to the 1950s men were most often
represented in work situations as architects, builders and salesmen, whereas
women were often placed in the interior of the home and, more specifically, in
the kitchen or the laundry. After 1950, in addition to work situations, men
appeared increasingly in home situations. Here, we have identified three types
of advertisements. The first and most prominent representation was of the
husband/father as protector and maintainer of the home (Figure 2). Men were
increasingly portrayed solving home maintenance problems, especially on the
exterior, painting the outside of the house, for example, or fixing a leaking
roof. A second category, related to the first, portrayed men relaxing at home.

Figure 2

The friendliest guardian
for your home . .

55 Marilyn Lake, 'Female Desires: The Meaning of World War II', Australian
Historical
Studies, 24 (1990), pp.270-1. Rosemary Pringle, 'Women and Consumer Capitalism', in Cora V.
Baldock and Bettina Cass, eds, Women, Social Welfare and the State in Australia, Sydney, 1988,
pp. 100-1.
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often through good choice of product which resulted in more 'free' time. A
third category was that of the husband gaining the wife's approval, either
through carrying out maintenance tasks or through the purchase of household
items. The underlying subtext was that while men had responsibility for
providing the fabric of the house, it was also a place for them to relax.
For the wife and mother, the home, and specifically the kitchen, was her
workplace. During the 1930s and 1940s advertising centred on the kitchen
portrayed that room as women's domain. In a 1938 advertisement for
Champion gas cookers, a woman demanded of the architect, 'Of course I
asked to see the kitchen first! After all it's the place where most of my time
will be spent, so I want it modern and convenient.' 5 6 It was the kitchen that
women supposedly planned and dreamed about: 'Someday I'm going to have
the kind of kitchen I want', stated a 1936 advertisement. 57 The kitchen was
linked to scientific notions and principles, and was associated with modernity:
'A home is only as modern as its kitchen', argued the Auckland Electric Power
Board in 1936 58 (Figure 3).
Initially, during the 1930s and 1940s, much of the home advertising carried
by Home and Building
focused on electrical appliances and the rivalry
between the electric and gas companies. The first electric ranges were
imported into New Zealand during World War I, but their appeal was limited
by the availability and high cost of electricity. The first electric range to be
manufactured in New Zealand was the Shacklock, in Dunedin in 1925. Gas
ranges, however, continued to outsell electric ones until the mid-1930s. 59

A
HOME
IS O N L Y
AS
MODERN
AS ITS
KITCHEN

Figure 3
SPECIFY AN

ELECTRIC

STOVE
Servicing by Power
Board on all approved
n«w itovei purchased
at retail price.

n . A U C K L A N D ELECTRIC-POWER B O A R D
• o w t a «o«*o euiiDiNO. o u i i n » t « i i t

56
57
58
59

H & B , November 1938, p.4.
BT, October 1936, p. 12.
ibid.
New Zealand Yearbook. 1990. p.483.

Auckland
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It was not until the 1930s, when there was a significant drop in the price of
electricity, that households began to adopt electric water heaters and ranges,
but even then the rate of uptake was not fast. 60 The majority of stoves were
still imported and although there was a great variety available, they were still
expensive, costing around £ 3 0 - £ 4 0 in the late 1930s. 61
Throughout the whole period (1936-1970), the magazine carried a large
number of advertisements for stoves. Ease of use and cleaning, the promise of
fast and regulated cooking, and 'housework considerably lightened' were all
used as selling features. 62 A comparison of two advertisements, from October
1936 (Figure 3) and from September 1969 (Figure 4), shows how little
changed in over 33 years of advertising electric ranges. The recurrent theme
in the advertisements was that the appliance would reduce women's physical
efforts and allow them to reallocate their time. In both illustrations, a woman
is standing next to the stove, yet both imply that having the stove is akin to
employing home help. Both advertisements argue that through ownership of
the appliance women will be released from drudgery to be occupied
elsewhere. The stove, not the woman, will produce a beautifully cooked meal,
which will please other family members, thus gaining approval for the cook.
Advertisements for appliances often made claims that they would take over
the work or. at the very least, make it easier and less time-consuming. Such

Figure 4

There are six more slim, trim Atlas
22!" models to choose from
the most switched on
range in New Zealand

60 AJHR figures put ownership of electric ranges as 12% of all electricity consumers in 1935
and 19% of consumers in 1939. Appendices to the Journals of the House of
Representatives
(AJHR). 1939, D - l , p.104.
61 H. Geo. A. Morse,'Renovating the Home', NZWW, 7 January 1937, p.26.
62 BT. October 1936, p.12: H&B. Summer (November) 1938. p.30; Autumn (May) 1939, pp.1,
22, 38; Spring/Summer (December) 1941. p.4; June 1943. p. 18.
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claims for household appliances also suggested that housework was not 'real'
work. Housework was considered as 'child's play': 'The three smooth,
cleaned-in-a-trice bowl sections [under the elements] are so light that even a
child can handle them', stated an advertisement for a Champion gas cooker. 63
By 1951, 'The Terrific Twins' made kitchen work child's play with the
introduction of a dishmaster and a wastemaster. 64 Such claims supported the
idea that household tasks were not real work and may have contributed to a
devaluation of housework.
Women at home were beguiled by the promise of lighter workloads while
at the same time housework became de-skilled. Words such as 'modern',
'convenient', 'perfect', 'hygienic', 'clean', 'comfortable' and 'efficient'
abounded throughout advertisements of the period. Notions of science and
industrial psychology were applied to the home, with the promise of efficiency
and progress. Kitchens were carefully planned to save steps. 'Electrical
servants' were introduced during the 1930s to replace the declining number of
domestic servants. Between 1936 and 1945 the number of domestic servants
decreased from around 32,000 to just over 9000. As Jean-Marie O'Donnell has
argued, it is difficult to establish the relationship between the decline in
servants and the increasing profile of electrical appliances during this period,
but advertisers used the decline to promote replacement of household help
with appliances. 6 5 In 1950 Norah Holland attributed the reduction of
housewives' physical work to smaller houses and smaller families, but also
noted that women were more likely to undertake household tasks without
assistance. 66 There was a democratization of household experience as women
across all classes became individually responsible for their own housework in
their own homes.
A new femininity based around notions of youthfulness and sexuality
emerged during the 1920s and 1930s. Although principally reflected in
advertisements for soap and cosmetics, it was sometimes promoted in
advertisements for household appliances. A 1936 advertisement promised
women that the electric stove would release them from drudgery 'to enjoy
every minute of your youth'. (See Figure 3.) This image of a 'new woman'
offered a sense of freedom and adventure and a means of escape for married
women. Women who saw themselves as wives and mothers and, occasionally,
as self-indulgent 'new women', were positioned to be better consumers. 67 The
language of advertising exploited both constructions and, on occasion, as in
this example, blended them into one. The housewife who owned appliances
could transform herself into a new woman in the newly created leisure time
afforded her. The time gained could be used for pleasurable activities such as
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H&B. Spring/Summer (December) 1941. p.4.
H&B, February-March 1951. p.50.
Jean-Marie O'Donnell. 'The Introduction and Impact of Electric Household Appliances in
Zealand 1935-1956', Research Essay. BA (Hons), University of Otago. 1988.
Holland, p.vii. Holland was not just referring to servants but to the help of other relatives
as daughters.
Macdonald. p.73.
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spending time with the children, visiting friends, playing golf or shopping.
'You have ample time for crowded days of activity', promised a Champion gas
cooker advertisement in December 1941. 68
There was a powerful message for women in such advertisements, a
promise of potential empowerment to have the freedom to choose between
drudgery or leisure. While such promises of increased leisure were unrealistic,
Roger Miller has argued that the promise of potential empowerment was a
potent message. 69 Appliances did not increase leisure time, but they did
change the nature of the household tasks that women undertook. 70 The
physical burdens of housework were reduced, but the time 'saved' was often
put into other household activities. This included an increasing emphasis on
time spent with husband and children.
'Every woman is entitled to the joy of living, and every husband is entitled
to the perfect contentment that can come only from the companionship of a
happy, not overtired wife', began an advertisement for the Auckland Electric
Power Board in 1939.71 Aspects of housework were increasingly associated
with acts of love. Ruth Schwartz Cowan has referred to this as the
'emotionalisation of housework' whereby housework was perceived as an
expression of love and family warmth. 72 This emotionalization was tied to a
new importance placed on companionate marriage. The message conveyed
was that a woman would gain a man's affection through efficient and planned
housekeeping, which could be achieved through the use of household products
to eliminate heavy work, leaving her time and energy for the more important
elements of marriage: time with her children and her husband. The advice
columns of magazines reflected the expectation that women would take
responsibility for the emotional environment of the family. When things went
wrong in a marriage, or children had problems, women assumed the guilt of
having done something wrong. This sense of responsibility for the family's
physical and emotional well-being was played upon by advertisers. 'Motherguilt' became a target, playing on women's fears of inadequacy as mothers
and, in the days before antibiotics, on their fears for their children's health. It
was not unusual for children to appear in advertisements for refrigerators and
for these products to be promoted as a form of health insurance, as 'summer
sickness', especially in the warmer, North Island climate took its toll every
year. 73
By the late 1930s, constructions of femininity were changing and feminine
charm was evolving into sex appeal, with a focus on the body and heterosexual
desirability. 74 There was also emphasis on women's right to sexual pleasure as
the work of Freud, Havelock Ellis and Marie Stopes was discussed.

68 H&B, December 1941, p.4.
69 R. Miller, 'Selling Mrs Consumer: Advertising and the Creation of Suburban Socio-Spatial
Relations 1910-1930', Antipode, 23, 3 (1991), p.289.
70 Holland, p.vii.; Schwartz Cowan, 'The Industrial Revolution in the Home', p. 187.
71 H&B. Winter (May) 1939. p.24.
72 Cowan, p. 194.
73 Max Rosenfeld, The New Zealand House, Auckland, 1951, p.24.
74 Lake, pp.273-4.
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Hollywood actresses promoted new definitions of femininity. During the war
years, women's increased economic independence was closely associated with
growing sexual independence. Yet fears about challenges to gender roles in
wartime conditions meant that women were still encouraged to imagine
domestic futures. 7 5 As early as 1943, advertisers in Home and Building
advised young brides to plan ahead, 'Many's the lass who's looking past the
victory trumpet to the wedding bells — and to the home she's dreamed', stated
Lambourne's furniture store. 76 'There's a boy coming home to stay', and when
he did, the store would assist the young couple into 'the ideal of the New
Zealand home'. The images of the women were young and glamorous, but the
emphasis was on their role as homemakers for the returned servicemen. As
soon as the war was over, things would return to 'normal'.
Yet, in one sense, things did not return to normal in New Zealand, as the
post-war period heralded the arrival of the modern consumer household. By
the time the war ended, a backlog of consumer demand existed, as materials
and labour had been diverted to the war effort. Social conditions after the war,
with a marriage boom, the ideal of home ownership, full employment, rising
incomes and a high level of consumer liquidity, created an unprecedented
demand for consumer goods. This demand was not satisfied until 1953, when
a relaxation on import controls eased supplies. Between 1953 and 1958 the
sale of household items boomed, and items such as washing machines and
refrigerators, once considered luxuries, were purchased at the same time as the
house, and were included on the mortgage. By 1965 New Zealand had one of
the highest levels of ownership of electrical household goods in the world.
An increasing emphasis on the 'home', with home ownership promoted as
a foundation of both personal and national stability, was reflected in the
amount of space devoted to the issue by the country's media. The New
Zealand representative on the International Council of Women's Standing
Committee on Housing noted that, from 1952, there was growing attention to
questions about the home and its equipment in women's magazines. 77 Home
and Building emphasized the family home during the 1950s, and the amount
of advertising for home appliances, home improvements and decorating
reflected this shift.
The self-sufficiency of the home-based family after the war is epitomized
in the New Zealand Radio Manufacturers' Federation advertisement of 1948,
which promoted radios for every room to 'keep you in touch with Life'. 7 8 The
radio was the single, most successful consumer item prior to the war and its
popularity was unexpected. 79 Its introduction into New Zealand was more or
less simultaneous with the expansion of the state-developed electricity

75 Deborah Montgomerie. 'Reassessing Rosie: World War II. New Zealand Women and the
Iconography of Femininity'. Gender and History, 8. 1 (19%), p. 119.
76 H&B. June 1943, p.4. See also p. 18.
77 Standing Committee on Housing. International Council of Women 1957/SC/12, Housing
1954-1956. MS-Papers-1371-587 NCW, Alexander Turnbull Library. Wellington.
78 H&B. October-November 1948. p.8.
79 D.O. Sewell, Electric Household Durable Goods. Economic Aspects of their Manufacture in
New Zealand. Wellington. 1965, p.25.
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industry. From less than two sets per 100 population in 1928, the rate of uptake
in the 1920s and 1930s was so rapid that by March 1939 approximately 80%
of New Zealand households owned a radio. 80 Although considered a luxury
item, once purchased, a radio was relatively cheap to use and could be enjoyed
by all family members. The nature of the programming suggests that women,
increasingly isolated at home, used the radio as a companion while they went
about their household chores. 81 As in England, the radio was the first
consumer appliance purchased by many New Zealand households, often long
before they acquired a refrigerator, or even an electric stove. 82
After the war, advertising in Home and Building placed more emphasis on
aesthetics and interior design. 'Let me turn your house into a home', suggested
Miss B. Browne, the interior decorator consultant and colour expert at Milne
and Choyce in Auckland in 1956. 83 Phrases such as 'The pride of your
kitchen', 'housewife's pride', 'a matter of good taste', 'elegance' and 'good
designing' appeared in post-war advertising. Homemakers were invited to
view room-space as a totality, using colour schemes, matching accessories,
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wall-to-wall carpets and wallpaper. They were advised to furnish gradually,
room by room, in order to keep up with modern trends. 84 In the 25th
anniversary issue of Home and Building, published in April 1962, interior
designer John Crichton wrote, 'Over the last ten or twelve years it has been
most interesting to note the complete change of decor and styling in New
Zealand homes, hotels, theatres and offices . . . . People have become more
house conscious, more discriminating and more willing to spend time and
money on creating a pleasant environment.' 8 5
Women's responsibility for the interior of the home was associated with
reflection of the female personality. Practicality was now linked to
attractiveness, 'good taste, practical purpose, good home making. A woman's
home reflects these things'. 8 6 An increasing range of mass-produced furniture
and furnishings was available. 87 Women were charged with creating a home
out of the house, reflecting good taste, style and beauty. This was an extension
of the emphasis on a woman's personal appearance and beauty, common in
advertisements for beauty products during the period. Two advertisements
serve to illustrate this point, one from 1953 and one from 1962 (Figures 5 and
6). The first made a direct comparison between the way in which a woman
improves her appearance and ways in which she can improve a room: 'What
a "perm" does for you — a B&B fireplace will do for your room'. The
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fireplace (like the perm) changes the 'drab to smart", which bestows the
occupant with a new pride. The change in appearance was linked to giving the
room 'a whole new personality'. 88 The later advertisement was more direct in
linking the seductive setting to the seductive woman. The woman is portrayed
leaning against the wall in her 'enchanting party frock'. The advertisement
asks the woman if she feels good and suggests she should, given she has
acquired wallpaper that both complements her beauty and extends her
personality. The setting may have been subtle, but the message was not —
only wallpaper could provide an 'exciting or sensitive domain designed for
living — the way you want to', the 'backdrop for the role you'll play
tonight'. 89
The language in such advertisements encouraged women to make a link
between their bodies, their homes and 'style', using words such as 'stylish',
elegant and beautiful. Similar messages were conveyed by architects and
designers during the period. In 1940, Vernon Brown, the influential group
architect, had compared the decoration of a home to fashion in clothes: 'A
house, a home, is only a greater garment, and, just as we feel we must renew
our clothes, so we should renew our homes and make them in keeping with
ourselves. Spring cleaning is not enough. Fashions in clothes change because
we ourselves change in time . . . . We change, and our clothes express our
different personality. And so should the home.' 9 0
While the article at first appeared to be gender neutral, this was not the case.
Brown went on to state that 'Staleness in a home is oppressive and stilling, and
it is a woman's business to see to it.' Women were charged with creating the
personality of the home in the same way that they were charged with greater
responsibility for developing the personalities of their children and creating
emotional stability within the home.
Angela Partington has argued, however, that the comparison of putting a
room together with putting clothes together actually undermined the
somewhat affected nature of post-war design theory. 91 A similar undermining
appears in the pages of Home and Building. There is a continual contestation
between the advocates of professional design — the architects, interior
designers and domestic scientists — and the 'do-it-yourself approach. This is
reflected in the number of advertisements where homemakers are portrayed
undertaking interior decorating themselves.
Images of rooms were sold to young couples, through the pages of
magazines, on shop floors and in shop windows. During the 1950s and 1960s,
furnished rooms appeared in the demonstration houses in the 'Parades of
Homes' held in various centres around New Zealand, and Home and Building
ran a popular feature on the room-of-the-month. The ultimate responsibility in
recreating these rooms was placed with women. While decorating offered
women opportunity for creativity, the feature focused on display and visual

88 H&B. March 1953, p.4.
89 H&B, August 1962, inside back cover.
90 Vernon Brown, 'Pictures on Your Walls', H&B. June 1940. p.15.
91 Angela Partington. 'The Designer Housewife in the 1950s', in Judy Attfieid and Pat
Kirkham, eds, A View from the Interior, London, 1989, p.211.
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impact. This emphasis on display obscured domestic labour, as the 'ideal'
homes portrayed were clutter-free and apparently free from the need for
women's input. 92 The women in the 'stylish' advertisements were no longer
portrayed wearing gingham aprons; instead they were adorned with elegant
evening clothes and high-heeled shoes. The home became a setting for
romance and seduction.
Frigidaire, in an unusual advertisement for 1958, played on Hollywood
imagery using a picture of a suave, well-dressed man and the caption T think
about women all the time!' This supposed romantic turns out to be a Frigidaire
engineer, who through 'this happy combination of you and me' designs 'a
woman's ideal' refrigerator and electric range. He is thoughtful, considerate of
soft butter, and provides versatile door shelves. His products are glamorous,
modern, fast and (in a later jargon) sexy. He is more the product of Hollywood,
selling romantic dreams to 'the thousands of housewives who have muttered
furiously while wrestling the slow old-fashioned variety', than an electrical
engineer fine-tuning future refrigerators 93 (Figure 7).
A relationship between sexuality and consumption was a feature of
advertising from the early years but it became more direct after the war.
Rosemary Pringle argued that this increasing sexualization of consumption
was necessary because images of domesticity were no longer sufficient as
housework lost both status and dignity. 94 Private lives were portrayed as the
place, where people could relax and be themselves. Products were linked with
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promises of love and a happy home. Such advertising was directed at both men
and women, but aimed in different ways. For the man, love and approval were
associated with providing the wife with certain material possessions, which
held the promise of domestic harmony. Frigidaire exhorted New Zealand men
in 1956 to 'make this the Christmas she'll never forget. Give your favourite
housewife the gift that will brighten her heart, lighten her work.' 9 5 The
advertisement was illustrated by a woman embracing her man, while two
children exhibited excitement at mummy's Christmas present. Two years later,
a woman leapt into the arms of the man who had decided on a stainless steel
sink. 96 In 1966, 'a determined do-it-yourselfer' worked wonders with concrete
and clear instructions and earned 'the admiring gratitude' of his wife by giving
her a patio. 97 The husband, as the breadwinner and provider, bestowed
material gifts upon an ever-grateful wife and both became ever more tightly
bound to the home.
While men only had to provide material goods in order to please their
wives, for women the messages were rather more complex. 'The night I was
noticed', states an advertisement for carpet in 1962, 'Woman to woman, you
know what it's like to be neglected. You've done your best — new make-up
or fresh curtains all ready for him to notice; and all he does is demand
dinner!' 9 8 Male attention, social approval, and fear of rejection and neglect
were common appeals to women's anxieties. ' I ' m first in my street with a
Neeco 2-piece Ensemble", beams the housewife in another advertisement from
1962, exhorting others to 'Be ahead . . . way, way ahead in kitchen design'. 9 9
The image of women in advertisements in Home and Building changed
quite dramatically during the 1960s. First, there was an increasing emphasis
on contestation between the sexes. Women were portrayed as more assertive
and independent: '"But what about the windows?" I said. That Startled Them.
All those men rambling on about architraves, purlins and joists — after all it's
my home they're talking about — well half mine anyhow — and I bet I spend
more time in it than anybody else will.' 1 0 0 Couples were depicted arguing over
elements of home design, with husbands portrayed as concerned about costs,
women with style and glamour. 101
A second change was the emergence of more overtly sexual images and
scantily clad bodies. In June 1968, Fletchers advertised oil-fired central
heating with a picture of a family: mother, father, and child between them,
running carefree on the beach. 'Mother' is not the image portrayed during the
1940/50s, she is now a young woman in a bikini. Another heating

95 H&B, December 1956. p.42.
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advertisement in the same edition used a naked female body (from behind) to
promote a 'nightstor' heater. 102 By 1970, colour advertising and an emphasis
on the visual image was used to promote "Pure virgin wool [as] the difference
between an ordinary house and an exciting colourful home'. 1 0 3 The image was
of a young, slim woman dressed in a short white dress sitting on the carpet.
The woman was still placed inside the home, but the imagery had altered
significantly from an emphasis on women's role in the family to women's
individuality, glamour and sexuality.
The woman reader of Home and Building was both beguiled by her role as
the linchpin of the home and offered an alternative to it: as the seductress.
Scenes of mother cheerfully cooking for the family no longer existed as they
had in the 1930s and 1940s. By the 1960s women appear to have reached an
uncomfortable place. Such discomfort is literally encapsulated in an
advertisement where a svelte young woman sits on top of an overflowing
rubbish tin claiming, 'Darling . . . I'm much too nice to be a garbage collector.
Please plan an In-Sink-Erator for my home'. 1 0 4 Appearance had become of
central importance and associations in terms of language and visual images
encouraged identification between women's bodies, their sexuality and their
homes. Yet in order to purchase the goods to fill their homes, women were
increasingly employed outside of them. The contestation between couples
pictured in the advertisements presaged a groundswell of discontent that a
purely home-oriented life, centred on consumption, was not enough. By the
1960s, a bouyant economy, the entry of more women into higher education,
and the advent of the contraceptive pill made new dreams possible. Beatrice
Collins' key aspiration to be a homemaker might, to a generation of women
coming of age in the 1960s, seem more akin to confinement. Advertisers were
aware of new assertiveness amongst women but still sought, at least in Home
and Building, to harness it to domestic ends.
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